COASTAL WATERS COMMITTEE

MINUTES, MEETING OF 1/19/2019

Members Present: Aaron Rugh, Kevin Wentworth, Justin Doughty

Also Present: Marjorie Stratton, Genaro Balzano, Kim Boehm

1. Call to Order at 6:03
2. Approval of Minutes from 9/20/18. Motion by Justin Doughty, Kevin Wentworth, 2nd. Unanimous.
3. Reports:
   1. Harbormaster: Quiet fall and start to winter. Boats and floats out in timely manner.
   2. Shellfish: Several aquaculture lease renewals and new applications coming soon.
4. Old Business:
   1. Decking on storm float: Float was replaced, decking issue and complaint was from the old float.
   2. Discuss BOS capital project regarding new 80’ ramps and infrastructure changes at both CTC landings. CWC not included in conversation to date, we are told the project is on hold at this time.
5. Items for Discussion:
   1. Kim Boehm present requesting discussion regarding tie-up permits and float usage at stone pier. Open discussion about all town related docks and floats including Cousins, Chandlers, and Stone Pier. KB voiced his general concerns about the commercial float use and/or the intended use in the Coastal Waters Ordinance. KB kindly requested that the signage or the commercial float be changed from “Commercial Fisherman” only.

MOTION by Justin Doughty, Kevin Wentworth, 2nd: CWC to create a sign for the Commercial Float at Stone Pier that is consistent with the Rules and Regulations for the TOCI.

MOTION by Justin Doughty, Kevin Wentworth, 2nd: CWC requesting that the BOS review and clarify the discrepancies between the Rules and Regulations and the Coastal Waters Ordinance regarding Chandlers Wharf permits and fees. Note: This was previously requested at a meeting 6/25/2018.

6. MOTION to Adjourn at 7:23 by Kevin Wentworth, Justin Doughty, 2nd.